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Welcome to this month’s edition of our Boffa Miskell Update.
Through this monthly alert, we share our recent news, project updates and latest 
insights. We hope you enjoy the read.

OPENED:
Te Onewa Pa is ready to welcome visitors
A long-neglected spot under the Harbour Bridge has been restored. 
In pre-European times, the site was a stronghold of great strategic importance. More recently, it has been a bit of 
neglected land underneath the northern end of the Auckland Harbour Bridge.

Now, after a dawn opening ceremony attended by Transport Minister Philip Twyford, the rehabilitated Te Onewa Pa/
Stokes Point is a gem waiting to be discovered. Polishing this diamond in the rough has been a 10-year process, 
which began as part of the box girder (‘clip-ons’) strengthening.

“Work was going on day and night,” says landscape architect Cathy Challinor. “NZTA asked us to help find a way of 
giving something back to the community living near the northern abutment of the bridge.”

The project became a catalyst for increased engagement and relationship-building between NZTA, local iwi, 
Auckland Council, the Local Board and residents; and commitment grew on all sides for a comprehensive solution.

Stage One and Two comprised the award-winning Trestle Leg Series and the upgrade and enhancement of the 
natural and cultural landmarks that were altered during construction of the bridge.

But there was more to be done to the former pa site. 

“It’s quite a small piece of land, and the cliffs drop away, so there’s water all around you – and the bridge overhead 
emphasises the wide horizon, and creates a very intimate experience,” Cathy says.
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Several iwi have connections to the place, but any kind of cultural or historic associations had been disregarded 
in the name of progress fifty years earlier. Input from tangata whenua and Heritage NZ helped determine three 
objectives – access, safety and celebration – that informed the design. 

A raised timber walkway and platform minimises disturbance to the much-traumatised earth, and a pedestrian 
bridge crosses the only remaining visible feature of the historical pa site – the defensive trench. The bridge sits 
above the ground, sparing it from further disturbance.

The new balustrade illustrates the level of care that stakeholders brought to the project. An old timber post-and-rail 
fence was removed and each existing post hole was individually drilled out. The sub-grade was tested and a new 
fence was designed around those post-hole points. 

Similar care was taken with planting installation and erosion control. No additional topsoil could be added to the 
historic site, so system of ponga logs were used to stabilise the slopes and provide protection for native plants.

A pouwhenua carved from heart Totara by Reuben Kirkwood of Nga Tai ki Tamaki was revealed during the dawn 
blessing, and recognises the whakapapa of mana whenua; and the memorial to workers who lost their lives during 
construction of the bridge remains nearby. 

Cathy says that the project has achieved far more than its initial brief.

“Ten years ago, it felt like we’d all turned our back to this spot. So our goal was to find a way to allow people in 
while still protecting the land. We want mana whenua, Auckland residents, and visitors from all over to experience 
Auckland and the harbour from this amazing vantage point. From start to finish, this project has been about working 
together and rebuilding connections.”

REFRESHED: 
Federal Street gets an almost-instant makeover
A quick and colourful solution in the Auckland CBD.   
A collaborative approach has provided an innovative solution in the Auckland CBD. With construction of the City 
Rail Link (CRL) creating on-going disruption to Albert Street, Auckland Transport needed a quick fix for the people 
who live and work in this part of the city. 

Boffa Miskell helped formulate an easy-to-install, low-cost way to create a viable and safe route along Federal 
Street – for pedestrians, cyclists, drivers, and local business owners.

Auckland Transport will install painted polka dots along sections of Federal Street to make the street easier for 
pedestrians and bike riders to navigate until the permanent upgrade of the road is done. The polka dots are 
intended to create a safer environment as they are unexpected by drivers and will encourage people to slow down. 

“It’s interesting in terms of a tactical urban intervention,” says design leader Michael Hawes. “We’re doing 
something with high visual impact, which users will notice right away. It’s hoped these changes will start a 
conversation around the opportunities for Federal Street to evolve into a destination, as we’ve seen happen in other 
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parts of the city.”

Other key changes involve adding a protected ‘contra-flow’ cycle lane, similar to the one on nearby Nelson Street; 
and upgrading the surface, road markings, and signage to improve the pedestrian experience. 

The improvements will be completed by late March. Because they are relatively inexpensive and easy to do, 
Auckland Transport will build them first, then consult on how people feel about them.

“What’s happening with this part of Federal Street is quite innovative in its approach to community consultation and 
engagement,” Michael continues.

“Users will provide feedback based on real-life experience, rather than responding to unbuilt plans or drawings. 
These interventions are essentially a placeholder; but if they work as well as we hope, then it’s a success all 
around. If modifications or improvements are needed, those changes can be made quite easily. I think we’re going 
to get a more complete understanding of people’s preferences around these shared streets, and how people react 
to changes in the way they move about the city.” 

SPONSORED: 
Our biosecurity team rubs shoulders with the ‘who’s who’ of the aquatic plant world
The 15th International Symposium on Aquatic Plants was held in Queenstown, the week of February 18 - 23. It’s 
the first time the event was hosted outside of Europe, and Boffa Miskell was major sponsor through our Biosecurity 
Partnership with Land Information New Zealand (LINZ). The Symposium was attended by our Christchurch-based 
biosecurity consultants as well as aquatic plant experts from every continent except Antarctica.

Boffa Miskell had a booth showcasing the work we do, and technology we use, to control invasive pest plants in 
the lakes and rivers of New Zealand. We ran a competition to win an underwater camera through filling out a New 
Zealand-based pest plants quiz. This popular activity generated lots of dialogue around how Boffa Miskell operates 
in the world of biosecurity. 

Biosecurity project manager Marcus Girvan hosted a field trip to project sites on the lakes and rivers of 
Queenstown and Cromwell. His first presentation was on the Kawarau River on the back of the Thunder Jet (in 
the rain), outlining our approach to aquatic weed control at the outlet of Lake Wakatipu. The group then travelled 
by bus to Bendigo to examine the areas where we undertake lagarosiphon control at the northern end of Lake 
Dunstan. 

For some of the international guests it was their first time seeing certain weeds, such as Lagarosiphon major, in the 
wild - even though they had done their PhDs on the plant.

The diversity of international speakers was impressive, as was hearing their different approaches to management 
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of invasive aquatic plants from around the world. For the Boffa Miskell team it was an opportunity to showcase 
some of our most challenging projects, and the technology and techniques we use to manage aquatic pest plants, 
to a worldwide audience. 

INFORMED: 
Ecology Quarterly
An e-newsletter highlighting the work being done by our ecologists.
Boffa Miskell’s ecology clients saw something new in their in-boxes this month: Ecology Quarterly.

“Quarterly” references both the frequency of the newsletter and its structure: each issue is made up of four articles.

An opinion piece is the main story, and ecology discipline leader Ian Boothroyd says the article will examine a 
topical or controversial subject from ecologists’ point of view. 

“As professionals, our job is to make unbiased recommendations to our clients based on empirical evidence – 
the objective facts, as borne out by our research or observations,” Ian explains. “But during our research, we 
sometimes do form opinions – or we recognise a situation with no ‘easy answer’. This think piece gives us a 
chance to talk about that sort of thing in a neutral space; and present a point of view, supported by data that is 
relevant to the argument.”

“Do Cats Have a Future in New Zealand?” was the subject of the first issue, and Alison Mau’s recent opinion 
column is just one recent article addressing this sensitive topic. 

Ian says that although the “Cat Question” has been debated for many years, it’s clearly still in the public 
consciousness. “There was a front-page article in the Sunday Star-Times in late February, which indicates that 
we’re talking about something that people are genuinely interested in.” 

The “You Need to Know”” section of EQ explains the practicalities of following environmental regulations in a way 
that clients can easily understand. In the first issue, Christchurch-based senior ecologist Tanya Blakely outlined the 
required procedures and permits when dealing with freshwater fishes.

The two remaining sections are a profile on one of the ecology team members, and a report written by an ecologist 
working in the field. In the first issue, Georgia Cummings was profiled, and Kat Muchna wrote about surveying 
Archey’s Frogs in the Coromandel Forest Park.

Response to the inaugural EQ was highly positive, and the ecology team are busy at work on the April edition.

Click here to subscribe to the EQ newsletter >

Download Ecology Quarterly January 2018 [PDF 2.2MB]


